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With the cold weather upon us, it’s time to
start thinking about how your horses’ daily
nutritional requirements will change in the
winter time, and how you can be sure that
he or she stays in tip-top condition right
through until spring.
The cold weather of winter puts extra
demands on the horse’s metabolism. More
energy is required for day to day activities
in the cold compared to the same activities
performed in a milder climate. Therefore in
winter many horses and ponies need extra
feed for maintenance, conditioning and
work. As well as expending energy simply
keeping warm when it’s cold, horses use
more energy working when it is wet and
muddy because of the extra effort involved
in pulling the feet out of the mud, and the
reduced ability to maintain body heat with a
wet coat.
Some horses, particularly ponies, do just
fine in winter and need no real change in
management. Other types, such as
Thoroughbreds, may be poor doers and
require extra calories to maintain condition
over the colder months. If you do need to
change your management to avoid winter
weight loss you need to start before the
weight has really fallen off. Starting to
monitor your horses’ weight at the end of
summer will help you to notice quickly if he
starts to lose condition. If you have access
to weigh scales or a weigh tape, use them
once per week and record your
measurements to monitor changes.
Alternatively learning how to condition
score your horse will make you more aware
of his ideal weight, and checking and
recording his condition score on a weekly

recording his condition score on a weekly
or fortnightly basis will ensure that you to
notice even small changes before they start
to become a problem.
Forage should be the basis of all horse’s
diets and each horse should consume at
least 1.5% of their body weight in pasture
and/or hay daily. Hay is a far more natural
feed for horses than grain and less likely to
cause digestive upset if it is used as the first
choice supplement in winter.
Some horses, i.e. working horses or
particularly poor doers, are unable to
maintain condition on forage alone and
need the increased energy density of grain.
High fat feeds can also be a real advantage
in the cold weather for preventing weight
loss. Fat contains two and a half to three
times the energy of grain and is therefore a
great way of increasing calories in the diet
without feeding large amounts. Consider
Brooks Fibre O, EEZE or supplements
such as Flax Appeal and Equi-Jewel to
help maintain weight this winter.
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Here are just a few examples of how we made a
difference in the nutritional health of our clients’
horses through quality products and informed staff.
Send us your story at info@brooksfeeds.com
“I was extremely pleased with the effort my horses put out each
weekend, giving me the ability to achieve the goals I set out for 2019.
This season ended with NBHA 2019 District 4 Youth 1D Champion, as
well as OBRA 2019 Youth 2D Reserve Champion. I was extremely
happy with both titles and thank Brooks Feeds for helping my horses
look
look the way they do and perform
as the talented athletes they are. I
use Brooks for all my horses, and
I’ve been very impressed with the
product as my horses continue to
look amazing all year round.”
- Amy Newman

Sandra Desmarais competed in breakaway in 25 rodeos this summer,
traveling to 5 US states and 2 Canadian provinces. Her mare, 9-year-old
Barbie, was doing more than 10 hours of travelling per competition
weekend. Barbie remained in excellent condition without weight loss or
health problems. Barbie is fueled by Brooks Power Play.
“I had a season full of beautiful catches and great enriching experiences
with a mare in incredible shape! I am really proud. I will continue to
make efforts to be the first Québec woman to make the IFR in
breakaway. Barbie is a horse with a big heart, she is talented and has big
expectations towards her rider. We have blind trust in each other.”

“Since Frenchie was put on Fibre O he has
gained weight and muscle mass, putting his
health back on track. Upon my purchase, I
added All Phase 20 to his diet to ensure he
grows correctly. In the time I’ve had him he’s
grown two inches and he’s catching up in the
shoulders. His coat and feet have improved
dramatically as well. He now has a dapple,
shiny coat that is comparable to a new puppy.
You can clearly see where a new healthy foot
is pushing the mal nourished hoof out. I have
no doubt that Brooks Feeds will keep him
healthy and competitive for the rest of his
life. He is quirky, forgiving and overall fun
horse. In such a short time Frenchie has gone
from a nervous unfit baby with an attitude to
a healthy 3-year-old horse with an old soul.”
- Chantalle Fortin

- Sandra Desmarais
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Winter Can Increase Colic Risk in Horses
By Kentucky Equine Research Staff

Many horses are given a winter training break and so are less active during this season, often standing
in stalls or sheds for many hours each day. Instead of eating grass with a high moisture content, they
nibble hay that is dry and sometimes contains coarse material. Water sources offer near-freezing
liquid that doesn’t appeal to horses. Combining these elements puts the horse in danger of developing
an intestinal blockage caused by forage that has stopped moving. Inflammation, gas, and intestinal
spasms cause pain, and the horse begins to show colic signs.
To lower the risk of colic through the cold months, remember these management tips.
•

•
•

•
•

•

Allow horses to exercise as much as possible. Pasture turnout for several hours a day is best;
paddock turnout is better than standing in a stall. Even a few hours in an indoor arena will
encourage horses to move around a bit. Keeping the horse in a regular program of riding or
driving is a good idea, though the level of exercise may be reduced during the winter months.
Offer good-quality hay that is clean, sweet-smelling, and free of rough or stemmy plant parts.
Encourage horses to drink water. Dehydrated horses have trouble producing enough saliva to
moisten ingested hay, and dry intestinal tissue doesn’t allow material to slide easily through the
digestive tract. Be sure that water sources aren’t frozen. Horses prefer water that is not too
cold; it doesn’t have to be warm, just at a moderate temperature.
Check waterers and buckets to be sure they are clean. A water bucket that contains bits of
manure, grain, or hay is not appealing to horses.
Keep track of manure production. Very dry manure may be a sign that the horse is becoming
dehydrated. Wetting the hay and adding water to the grain ration will help to get a bit more
liquid into the horse. If the horse doesn’t pass manure at all for several hours, watch for signs
of colic such as backing off feed, pawing, nipping or kicking at the flanks and belly, and wanting
to lie down or roll. If the horse shows any sign of abdominal discomfort, call a veterinarian. Don’t
wait to see if the condition will get better on its own; impaction colic can be a killer.
Keep the horse’s teeth in good condition. Horses with sharp points or edges on their teeth will
have trouble chewing hay. An equine dentist or veterinarian should examine the horse’s mouth
once or twice a year, correcting problems and allowing the horse to eat more comfortably.
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